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ABSTRACT 

This paper gives a proof of the fact that the chromatic number of an orientable surface 
of genus p is equal to the integral part of (7 + a/l + 48/,)/2 whenever the latter is 
congruent to 1, 7 or 10 modulo 12. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with references [4] or [6], an 
essential prerequisite to this paper. We merely mention here that, if n is 
congruent  to l, 7 or l0 modulo 12, then we shall show 7(Kn), the genus 
of  the complete graph K,~, is I(n), the smallest integer which is not less 
than (n --  3)(n --  4)/12. This is sufficient to prove the result stated in the 
abstract. (See [5].) 

Of  basic importance is the fact that, if a graph K is imbedded in 
a surface S so as to triangulate the surface, then 7(K), the genus of  K, 
is equal to 7(S), the genus of  S. Moreover,  if K has ~0 vertices and ~1 arcs, 
then 

67(K) = 6 7 ( S ) =  6 --  3% -t- ~1. (1) 

We shall exhibit a triangular imbedding of  K,, in Case 7, that is, if 
n = 12s + 7. A direct computat ion,  using (1), then shows that ~(Kn) = I(n). 

A triangular imbedding of  K, is impossible in Case 1 (i.e., n = 12s + 1) 
and in Case 10 (i.e., n = 12s + 10). In these cases we shall consider the 
graph Ks --  K3 obtained from K,  by deleting the three arcs joining three 
vertices, x, y, and z of  K,,. In both these eases we shall exhibit a triangular 
imbedding of  K,  --  K~ in a surface S. This is called the regular part of  the 
problem, or the imbedding problem for K,  - -  Ka.  Using (1) we learn that 

v ( K , ,  - -  K ~ )  = 7 ( s )  = t ( n )  - 1. 

We now come to the irregular part of  the problem. We attach one 
carefully placed handle to S obtaining a surface Twhich  can accommodate  
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the deleted arcs. Thus we get an imbedding (not triangular) of Kn in T. 
(The modification of S is explained in [3] and [7].) In consequence we have 

y ( K , )  ~ y ( T )  = l(n).  

But it is now well known that 

y(g,~) ~ I(n), 

and thus the result will be established for Cases 1 and 10. 
From this point on we shall deal exclusively with the imbedding problem 

in the three cases. Historical remarks will be made as we go along, and 
we consider the cases in increasing order of difficulty. 

2. CASE 7 

Case 7 was solved by Ringel [3] in 1961. Two years later Gustin [1] 
announced a very powerful technique for investigating all the regular 
cases (these are Cases 0, 3, 4, and 7) and gave a correct sample solution 
for each of the Cases 3 and 7. This is therefore not a new result, and is 
presented here for the sake of completeness. 

We shall use the elements of ZI~+~ to represent the vertices of KI2~+~ �9 

2.1. An Illustration 

Consider the current graph of Figure 1 with currents from ZT. 
The two ends marked A are identified. 

3 

2 

FIGURE 1 

A 
I 

Notice that 

I. Each vertex has valence 1 or 3 (the fact a vertex can have valence 1 
is used in Cases 1 and 10.) 

II. The rotations induce a single circuit. 

III. Each element I ..... 6s + 3 of Z12~+7 (with s = 0) appears exact ly  once 
as a current on some arc o f  the current graph. 
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In view of  I[  and I[[  each non-trivial element of  Z7 will appear as the 
current on some directed arc o f  the circuit. I f  we record these elements 
sequentially, as they occur on the circuit, we get a permutation 
1 3 2 --1 - -3  - -2  of  Z 7 --~ 0. Recording the elements in positive form 
we obtain 

1 3 2 6 4 5. (2) 

Treat this as row 0 of  a scheme and obtain row i by adding i to the 
terms in (2) without any change in order; i = 1 ..... 6. This gives us a 
scheme for K7 exhibited in (6) of  [4]. The fact that the scheme is triangular, 
and this determines a triangular imbedding of  K 7 , is guaranteed by a final 
property:  

IV. At each vertex oJ" valence 3 the sum of the inward flowing currents 
is 0 in the group. We say that Kirchhoff 's  current law holds at each vertex 
of  valence 3. 

The triangular imbedding of  K7 on a torus is exhibited in Figure 1 of  [4]. 

2.2. A General Solution 

The current graphs in Figures 2 (for s = l) and 3 (for s 2) have 
properties I through IV of  2.1, and thus provide triangular schemes for, 
and determine triangular imbeddings, of  K19 and K31 �9 

9 

A 1 

FIGURE 2 

A 

14 15 

i > A - 1 2 3 ~ A 
5 

9 10 

FIGURE 3 

The generalization to all s is entirely obvious. We note, mainly for 
future reference, that  the ends o f  the current graph for general s are as 
shown in Figure 4. 
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5s+4 6s+3 

A o o o  
2,,~ " , , .  I 2,+1 

3s+2 ~ = _ : ~  2s+2 
3s§ 4s+2 

FtGUP.E 4 

A 

3. CASE 10 

This case was solved by Ringel [3] in 1961. The approach taken here 
is via current graphs with vortices. The theory of vortices was discovered 
in 1963 and developed in [6], but the reader will be able to follow the 
argument v-:ng [4] as a reference. 

We shall use the symbols x, y, and z to designate the exceptional vertices 
of  K12s+10 --  K3 (those not connected by arcs) and the elements of  Z~2s+7 
for the other vertices. Notice that the group is the same as in Case 7. 

3.1. An Illustration 

For s = 0 consider the current graph of Figure 5 with currents 
from Z12s+7 with s = 0. 

z 

F I G U R E  5 

In this case I, II, and I I I  of  2.1 are satisfied while IV holds in the form 

IV.* Kirchhoff's current law holds at each vertex except those identified 
by letters. 

In regard to the exceptional vertices we observe that 

V. Each vertex identified by a letter is o f  valence 1 and the current 
flowing into the vertex generates the group. 

The vertices x, y, and z are called vortices. 
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If  we read off the permutation given by the circuit, treating the letters 
as in [4], we obtain 

1 x 6 2 z 5 4 y 3 (3) 

Consider this as row 0 of  an array, and obtain row i by adding i to the 
terms in (3) treating x, y, and z as though adding i to them leaves them 
unchanged; i = 1 ..... 6. We now have an array of  7 rows identified by 
the group elements 0 ..... 6. All the elements of  Z 7 ~ i and the letters 
x, y, and z will appear in each row i. Next we manufacture three additional 
rows x, y, and z as in [4]. These rows will contain all the elements in Z7 
but no letters, and our ability to manufacture them is guaranteed by V. 

The result is now a scheme for K~0 -- Ka.  The fact that it is a triangular 
scheme for, and thus determines a triangular imbedding of  Ki0 --  Ka,  
is guaranteed by IV* in conjunction with V. 

The complete scheme is displayed in (7) of  [4]. 

3.2. A General Solution 

An appropriate current graph with three vortices is an easy modifi- 
cation of  Figure 4. Remove the vertex at the left, "opening up"  the current 
graph to get Figure 6. The rotations on the missing vertices are clockwise 
at the upper level and counterclockwise below. 

5s*3  5s§ 5s+2 4s~4 6s+3  

1 2 �9 . "  2s-1 -- 

2s+ 2 2s+l 

3s+2 3s+3 3s*1 2s-'3 4s+2 

F I G U R E  6 

e. x 

It is easy to see that I, II, IlI ,  and IV* are satisfied, mainly because 
they were satisfied in Figure 4. Each of  the elements 2s § 1, 3s § 2, 
and 5s + 3 generates Zx2~+7, hence V is satisfied and x , y ,  and z are 
vortices. Thus, as in 3.1, we obtain a triangular scheme for Ka2s+~0 --  Ka 
and the imbedding problem is solved. 

4. CASE 1 

If  s is even, then the solution is quite simple and discovered at the 
end of  1963. 

We shall use x, .v, and z to identify the exceptional vertices of  K12~+1 -- K3 
and the elements of  Z12s_ 2 for the other vertices. 
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4.1. An Illustration 

Suppose s = 2 and consider the current graph of  Figure 7 with 
currents f rom Z2~. 

5 6 4 7 

2 3 

Y 0 I- 0 
8 

F I G U R E  7 

There is an arc at the lower right with only one vertex. This is a loop, 
or singular arc, and must carry the current ! 1 which is of  order 2 in Z22. 
(See [4] or  [6].) 

Obviously I and I[  are satisfied and I I I  is found in the form below 
f o r s  = 2. 

I I I .*  Each element 1 ..... 6 s -  1 o f  Z12s-2 appears exactly once in the 
current graph and 6s --  1, the element o f  order 2, appears on the singular arc. 

Finally IV* and V are satisfied, the latter because 5, 7, and 9 
generate Z22 �9 Just as in Case 10 this produces a triangular scheme which 
solves the imbedding problem for K12s+l - -  K3 if s = 2. 

4.2. A Solution i f  s is Even 

Consider the current graph of  Figure 8 with currents f rom Z12~-2 �9 
The figure is an obvious generalization o f  Figure 7 and the currents on 
the 2s - -  1 " rungs"  o f  the " ladder"  are reminiscent o f  Figures 4 and 6. 
The rotations on the missing vertices are clockwise at the upper level and 
counterclockwise below. 

3s-1 3s 3~-2 

1 2 eo~, 

z C ~ ~ 
5s-I 5s 5s-2 

F I G U R E  8 

4s-2 2s 4s-1 

2s-2 

6s-1 
6s-2 4s 

It  is a simple matter to see that I, II ,  III*,  and IV* hold for the current 
graph. The current 4 s -  1 flowing into x generates Zl~s-~ but 3 s -  1 
and 5s - -  1 do so if and only i fs  is even. Hence V is satisfied (and x, y, and z 
are vortices) if and only if s is even. 
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Thus if s is even, we have an extremely simple solution to the imbedding 
problem for Klus+, --  Ka. 

A simple parity argument shows that the ladder-like geometry of  
Figure 8 is hopeless if s is odd. 

4.3. A Solution i f  s is Odd 

Gustin obtained a solution (unpublished) in the summer of  1964, 
hence this is not a new result. Our solution differs from his in the distribu- 
tion of  currents on the current graph and it is to be hoped that he will 
publish his result which uses the fact that Z12.~-2 can be represented 
as Z.,_ x Zss -1 .  

We record solutions for s = 3, 5, and 7, in Figures 9, 10, and 11, 

x ~  2 8 12 4 

15 9 5- 13 

FIGURE 9 

17 

z O �9 

14 5 11 21 

27 15 24 18 8 

21 7 I0 25 

28 17 23 

8 22 19 4 

FIGURE ] 0  

t t!!i  A 18 15 12 9 6 
Y 

~ ~ : : B 
39 21 36 24. 33 27 11 

30 10 13 34 16 37 

40 23 35 32 29 41 

11 31 28 7 25 4 

FIGURE l I 
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using the groups Z34, Z58, and Z82. A solution for s = 1 is impossible 
by these methods because the only elements in the collection 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
which generate Z10 are 1 and 3, whereas we need three such generators 
to get three vortices. For  s = 1 we rely on Ringel [2]. 

A generalization is not yet apparent,  but at least we have a hint of  an 
appropriate  situation at the ends. I f  s ~ 2t + 1, then the group is Z24t+10, 
and we work with the " ladder"  shown in Figure 12 with 4t " rungs ."  
The rotations on the missing vertices are clockwise at the upper level and 
counterclockwise below. 

Y 

z 0 12[+3 

F I G U R E  1 2  

12t+5 

Properties I and II  are obviously satisfied. The elements 1, 3, and 
12t + 3 generate Zz4t+lo, hence V is satisfied. It remains to distribute 
the elements 

4, 5, 6 , . ,  12t -~ 2, ( 1 2 t + 3 ) ,  12t + 4 (4) 

over the remaining 12t arcs (so as to satisfy I l i*) and do this so as to 
conform to IV*. 

Two arcs on the sides of  the ladder which are one below the other 
are called paired arcs. I f  the current c of  (4) is assigned to one arc of  a 
pair, then the fact that 12t + 5 is the current at the right o f  Figure 12, 
and we wish IV* to hold, implies that the other arc of  the pair must  be 
assigned the current 12t § 5 --  c, and the two currents must point  in the 
same direction. With this in mind we first decide on pairs of  elements 
f rom (4) to be assigned to paired arcs. 

For  k = 0 ..... 2t define Pk to be the pair of  elements ( 3 k + 2 ,  12t - 3 k + 3 )  
and for k = 1 ..... 2t, let Qk be the pair (3k -}- 1, 12t --  3k + 4). In each 
case the sum of  the currents is 12t -}- 5, so these 4t -r- 1 pairs are suitable 
candidates for distribution on the 4t + 1 paired arcs in Figure 12. This 
means that we shall have to distribute the currents 

6 9 12 6t . . .  

1 2 t + 2  1 2 t - -  1 1 2 t - - 4  1 2 t - - 7  6t-i-  5 

and 
12t + 4 

582/8/2-6 
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over the 4t rungs. We shall abbreviate all but the last o f  these currents by 
the use o f  boldface type, and define 

r ~- 3r, r = 2 ..... 2t, 
(5) 

r ~- 1 2 t - - 3 r +  5, r = 1 ..... 2t. 

In a urther effort at codification we write/~k if the current pair P~. points 
to the right on the ladder and the smaller current is on the upper of the two 
paired arcs; P~ if the pair points to the left and the smaller current is on 
the lower arc. In short, the position of the arrow reflects the position of the 
smaller current, the arrow direction the common direction of the current 
pair. With this in mind the meaning of Qk, Qk, Qk, and Q~ should be clear. 

Let us now record the solutions in Figures 9, 10, and 11, reading off 
the letters representing the current pairs on paired arcs, and placing 
between each pair of letters the current on the intervening rung, in coded 
form, except for 12t + 4. 

From Figure 9 we get a sequence 

Po2 P21 P1 16 Q1 2 Q~ ; 

from Figure 10, 

]~o 4 P, 3 P1 2 Pa 1 P2 28 Q~ 4 Qa 2 Q13 ~)4 ; 

and from Figure 11, 

Po 6 PG 5 P1 4 P5 3 P2 2 P4 1 P3 40 

Q36 Q42 Q23 Q~4 Q15 Q6. 

All this is reminiscent of the alternating sequences in [4] and a pattern 
is now in evidence. The general sequence of P's is obtained by dovetailing 
the two sequences 

Po P1 P2 "'' P,-2 Pt-1 P, r 

P2, P2t-1 "'" Pt+2 P,+I 

In the 2t positions between successive p's inset the sequence 

2t 2 t - - 1  2 t - - 2 " - ' 3 2 1 .  
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As for the Q's, dovetail the two sequences 

Q, Q,-I  "'" Q~ 

O,+~ O,§ .-. 

using Qt first. Then insert the sequence 

2 t 2 3 4  . . .  2 t - -  1 

Ol 

a~t-1 a2t 

between the successive Q's. Finally inset 12t + 4 between Pt and Qt-  

The final sequence is certainly a generalization of the three sample 
sequences, and the only remaining question is: does it enable us to fill 
in Figure 12 so that IV* is satisfied ? We shall show that it does. 

Notice that any triple, consisting of two successive P 's  and an intervening 

integer, is of  the form P,  r Pv and r = I u - -  v I if v :~ t. Referring to (5) 
it is obvious that we have a recipe for placing currents on the first 2t paired 
arcs and on the intervening rungs so that Kirchhoff's current law holds 
at each vertex in this part  of the graph. 

We now have to consider the central portion of the sequence, namely, 

P,+x_l P~ 12t+4 Ot 2tOt+l, 

This gives us the central portion of the current graph as shown in Figure 13, 
and IV* is satisfied at the displayed vertices. Notice that the sequence 
gives us no a priori indication of the current direction on a rung, only the 
size of  the current. The direction is uniquely determined by the fact that 
we have complete information on the current pairs to the left and right, 
and wish IV* to hold. 

3t+5 9t+3 3t§ 3t+4 

t 12t+ 12t+ 6t+5 

9 (  a~2 9t+4 9t~'T 

F1GURE 13 

In the rest of  the sequence we have either Q~ r Qv or Q, r Q~ with 

r [ u --  v [, and it is an easy exercise to see that the instructions enable 
us to fill in the rest of the current graph so that IV* holds. 
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This completes a solution to the problem. We have, in fact, been overly 
careful in placing arrows above or below the P 's  and Q's. It is easy to see 
that given the placement of  the first pair P0 (at the left in Figure 12) the 
sequence without arrows, but, with the requirement that IV* holds, 
uniquely determines the placement of  currents throughout  the diagram. 
This comment  enables us to remark that there are many solutions. Inter- 
changing any r and r(r ~ 1), for example, gives a solution. 

Finally there is a solution using the geometry of  Figure 12 with 4t -- 2 
rungs if s = 2t. We give an example with t = 4 from which the reader 
should have no difficulty in deducing a general solution. (The definitions 
of  (5) as well as the P 's  and Q's must be modified, of  course, to reflect 
the fact that the element of  order 2 in the group is now 12t --  1.) 

Po 7 P7 6 P1 5 P6 4 P2 3 P5 2 Pz 1 P4 46 

Q, 6 Q~ 2 Q3 3 Q6 4 Q2 5 Q7 7 Q1. 

In checking this result, the reader will observe that Q4 6 Qs,  which 
occurs at the beginning of  the sequence of  Q's, and Q7 7 Q1 at the end, 
are both of  the type of  irregularity found only in the initial pair of  Q's in the 
solution i fs  - 2t _ I. In the general case, the irregular pairs of  Q's will be 
Qt 2t 2 Q~+I at the beginning, and Q2t 1 2 t - 1  QI at the end. 
The numbers in bold face type between, will be 2, 3, 4 ..... 2t --  3. The 
number  between the sequences of  P ' s  and Q's will be 12t --  2, to reflect 
the fact that the group is now Z24t 2, and 1 2 t -  1 is now the element 
of  order 2. 

These results were obtained by the consideration of  problems similar 
to the zigzag problems of  [4]--a remark which needs to be made for the 
purpose of  motivation and methodology. Considerations of  brevity 
dictate omission of  discussion of  the matter. 
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